the lawyer is not licensed] for the practice
of law.’” The Opinion explains that “A
local office is not ‘established’ within the
meaning of the rule by the lawyer working in the local jurisdiction if the lawyer
does not hold out to the public an address
in the local jurisdiction as an office and a
local jurisdiction address does not appear
on letterhead, business cards, websites, or
other indicia of a lawyer’s presence.”
Further, a lawyer “does not ‘establish’
a systematic and continuous presence
in the jurisdiction for the practice of law
since the lawyer is neither practicing the
law of the local jurisdiction nor holding
out the availability to do so. The lawyer’s
physical presence in the local jurisdiction
is incidental; it is not for the practice of
law. Conversely, a lawyer who includes a
local jurisdiction address on websites, letterhead, business cards, or advertising may
be said to have established an office or a
systematic and continuous presence in the
local jurisdiction for the practice of law.”
The Philadelphia Bar Association Professional Guidance Committee and the
Pennsylvania Bar Association Committee
on Legal Ethics and Professional Respon-

sibility recently issued Joint Formal Opinion 2021-100, which endorses the ABA
Opinion.
This timely Opinion concludes by
reminding attorneys that they may “not
hold out [their] presence or availability to
perform legal services in the local jurisdiction [where they are physically present] or actually provide legal services for
matters subject to the local jurisdiction,
unless otherwise authorized.” In other
words, you can practice law where you

are licensed, regardless of where you are
physically located. 
Daniel J. Siegel, a member of the Editorial Board of The Philadelphia Lawyer, is
the principal of the Law Offices of Daniel
J. Siegel, LLC and chair of the Pennsylvania Bar Association Legal Ethics Committee. He provides ethical and disciplinary
guidance to other attorneys, and can be
reached at dan@danieljsiegel.com.

OUR MISSION EXPANDS ITS REACH

While the senior care landscape has changed, we at Abramson Senior Care remain passionately committed to our mission.

THROUGH BOLD
LEADERSHIP

With more seniors expressing a desire for home-based care, we’ve
evolved to provide our exceptional services whenever and however
they’re needed.

TO SERVE MORE
SENIORS

Over the years, we’ve expanded our reach with an array of new
services. We now serve nearly 5,000 seniors throughout our
community every year.

FOR GENERATIONS
TO COME.

We are humbled and privileged by the trust our community has
placed in us, and will continue to be here for you and your family
for generations to come.

Follow our journey by visiting us at www.abramsonseniorcare.org.
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